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Mohammed Hamim (J. Kyaw Than Naing)()
 
Mohammed Hamim,18- year old Rohingya from Myanmar, currently living in the
world largest refugee camp of Bangladesh because of the brutal and atrocious
crackdown and the genocide in Myanmar. He is a high standard student, an
award-winning young poet and writer, freelance writer, humanitarian worker,
and especially a gallant poetic warrior. Since his childhood, he is an acquisitive
reader and inquisitive about poetry and writing quotes, captions, articles, poems,
micro-fictions, short stories, and different types of poetry, etc. Especially, writing
poetry is his passion. He has been predominantly writing poetry and stories since
2020. He was stimulated and inspired by the reminiscence of his cherished and
highly-respected father, Mr Abdul Goffer who was a high school private English
teacher and a righteous and prominent leader of his entire Rohingya community.
His principal aspiration is to be a sophisticated teacher, a righteous poet and a
prolific author to help every human as a literature contributor around the world.



A Superior Father
 
A father will always be there without any fear,
No matter what the situation is here and there
Your sense of humour is devastatingly so funny
Your heart, is tender and luscious like honey.
 
Your warm magical smile is precisely divine,
In the darkest night, it still manages to shine
There once was a time when you held my hand
You're always by my side, giving me strength to stand.
 
Father's love goes deeper and beyond words,
Always sharper than abundance of swords
A father's love is mightier than its uniqueness
No matter how the oceans are bottomless.
 
Life is brimful of hardships and delectation,
Some're manifested with terrific perception
Whatever may materialize in any situation,
My father is my anticipation and precaution.
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I Endure Heartache
 
Life has various kinds of waves
Some are like transverse waves;
Keep successively propagating,
Neither arduous barriers nor betrayal
Even inundate the coastal areas.
 
Some are like longitudinal waves;
Keep going along a direction
Not having properly, keep going forth
What it realises, with its forcefulness
Even, don't take a proper glimpse.
 
You brimmed my heart with,
Insufferable woe and heartache
What have I done or executed wrongly?
Let there be a graceful place,
Like transverse waves, to get drenched
In your love, affection, courtesy and tranquility.
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The Purpose Of My Life
 
Every footprint is the symbol of my life
The more I sanguinely sail it and strive,
The better opportunities materialize in it
A purposeful life, pacific and really great
Throughout it, can dwell with calm heart.
 
Our country, graced with numerous divisions
Everyone has own craving and aspirations
Better chances and opportunities to majority,
But always segregation and solitude to minority
As you made us weaker and weaker deadly.
 
You violently pressurized and did violence
Had to flee to another, devastating occurrence
You truly shattered my burning aspirations
As my focus is mightier than your brutal weapons,
It will obliterate your atrocious rules and regulations.
 
Precisely deliberated to lead a unique role
By grasping my aspiring and burning goal
To serve with veracity as a humanitarian leader
To eliminate unaware terrors as a diligent fighter
To rebuild my tumbling Rohingya community.
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